Sat, 27 Nov: Europa-Park

Since this is a pre-conference event, it is not among the five complimentary programs. It is not covered by the registration fee. Each delegate pays on the spot for a ticket that combines both two-way transport and admittance to Europa-Park. The estimated total cost is under 40 Euros.

Departures from the bus station adjacent to InterCity Hotel (just outside the main train station) in Freiburg are at 08:10 and 09:10 respectively. Please arrive at least 20 minutes before departure in order to buy the ticket from the bus office. The bus journey to the park takes 55 minutes. Departures from the park, back to Freiburg, are at 16:30 and 19:15 respectively.

You may see InterCity Hotel and the adjacent public bus station (marked with a white-and-blue picture of a bus) by clicking this [map](#). You may see the bus office’s roof architecturally shaped like a Chinese fan, right above the picture of the bus. The bus schedule in German is available [here](#).

**Do not confuse the two hotels:**

There are two major hotels outside the main train station in Freiburg. One is InterCity Hotel which is structurally attached to the station. The other is Novotel, diagonally across the street. While the *public* buses to Europa Park depart from adjacent to InterCity Hotel, our *private* buses on the following days depart from in front of Novotel. See photos below.
The red arrow indicates that from InterCity Hotel you have to go diagonally across the street to reach Novotel.

In walking diagonally across the street from InterCity Hotel you reach Novotel and our private bus.